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Zweistöckiger 
Ninja Parcours
Verleihen Sie Ihrem Ninja-Parcours 
zusätzliche Spannung, indem Sie 
eine weitere Ebene hinzufügen! Auf 
diese Weise können Sie mehr Hinder-
nisse auf der gleichen Grundfläche 
unterbringen und Ihrem Park damit 
einen außergewöhnlichen Look ver-
leihen.

JumpSky Aalst 
Ninja Parcours

Randy C. 9th grade 
Ninja Parcours

In our Kids Ninja Courses, children can experi-
ence the excitement of ninja-style climbing! 
These courses feature engaging and challen-
ging obstacles inspired by the classic Ninja 
Course. While traditional Ninja Courses 
can be demanding for kids, our unique 
Kids Ninja Courses provide a child-fri-
endly yet satisfyingly challenging al-
ternative.

These courses are not limited 
to children; they are versatile 
and suitable for all age 
groups. They serve as an ideal 
platform for enjoyable skill 
development and physical 
training. Whether you're a 
young aspiring ninja or see-
king an exciting activity, our 
Kids Ninja Courses have 
something for everyone!

Kids Ninja Parcours

PARCOURS
playlife-system.com

 Any questions?
We're here to help you!

T +49 (0)521 26075580

E info@playlife-system.com

playlife-system.com



Climb Cubes
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Be part of the challenge!
Benefit from the trend sport, as seen in 
successful TV shows, and provide your 
guests with top-level action.

Test your skills on our new Ninja 
Course!

A wide variety of obstacle elements will 
challenge ninjas of all sizes and ages, 
pushing their agility, endurance, strength, 
speed, and coordination to the limit. The 
difficulty level can be easily adjusted by 
modifying the course with simpler or 
more challenging obstacles.

Race against the clock!

A timer system challenges your 
customers to set a personal record or 
compete with other ninjas to achieve the 
highest score of the day, week, or month. 
The result? Strong customer engagement 
and increasing visitor numbers!

Surprise your visitors!

We design your course to be 
diverse and tailored to your target 
audience. Thanks to the traverse 
system, it's easy to swap out 
elements or add new ones. Amaze 
your customers and be inspired by 
our selection of ninja elements.

Selection of Playlife Ninja 
Obstacle Elements

Colors and sizes can be customized 
according to your preferences.

Angled steps

Floating bridge Unstable bridge Warped wall

Multiple rings Jungle swings

Floating doors

Trapeze bars

Pipeline

Balance beam

Sea of toadstools

Sea of swings

Spider wall

Cargo bags

Ball poles

Rope swing to cargo net

Our core emphasis is on per-
sonalization. To ensure your 
customers enjoy the ultimate 
experience, we engage in 
collaborative discussions 
with you to craft a completely 
unique and unmistakable 
Ninja Course. For further de-
tails, please feel free to reach 
out to us.

Ovals Spinners

3D design

Double traverse box

Rings and ropes Wigglewalk


